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Abstract-An algebraic and a combinatorial upper bound are derived on IC,( given the code C,, where (C,, C,) is a uniquely decodable code pair (C, , C, ) for a two-access binary adder channel. A uniquely decodable code with rate pair (0.5 170, 0.78 14) is also described.
I. INTRODUCTION
C ONSIDER a binary two-access adder channel. The two users use a binary block code C, , respectively C,, and we shall assume that they are in bit and block synchronization. In the'noiseless case (which we shall discuss here) the messages c, E C,, and c2 E C, will be received as cl + c2, where the addition + takes place in Z.
This noiseless two-access channel has been studied by several authors, e.g., Liao [5] , Ahlswede [l] , Kasami, Lin et al. [2] , [3], [4], [6], [9] , and van Tilborg [8] . Liao [5] has shown that the capacity region of this channel can be described by O<R, < 1, O<R, < 1, R, -I-R, < 3/2.
(1)
The code pair (C,, C,) is called uniquely decodable if the sums c, + c2 of all pairs (c,, c2) E C, X C, are all different. This means that the receiver can uniquely determine the codewords c, and c2 from their sum. In van Tilborg [8] it is shown by combinatorial methods that if n is the length of the uniquely decodable code pair cc,, G> (4 From (2) one can show with elementary asymptotic meth- Manuscript received February 8, 1982; revised July 15, 1982 . This work was presented at the 1982 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory, Les Arcs, France, June 21-25.
The author is with the Department of Mathematics and Computing Science, Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands. ods that the rate pair (R,, R2) of any uniquely decodable code pair (C,, C,) satisfies (1).
In Wei, Kasami, Lin, and Yamamura [9] the existence of certain good uniquely decodable codes is demonstrated. Asymptotic methods lead to the lower bound in Fig. 1 .
In the same paper the authors associate a certain graph I(C,) with the code C,. They show that determining the maximal size of a code C, such that (C,, C,) is uniquely decodeable is equivalent to determining the maximal size coclique in I( C,).
Determining maximal cocliques (or their size) soon becomes computationally infeasible for larger values of n. We propose an easy to compute manner of upper bounding ]C,] given C,. In this way one again can derive (2) . Moreover by taking a closer look at these bounds one often can improve them in particular cases. We also find a uniquely decodable code (C,, C,) with parameters n = 5, IC,I = 6, ]C,( = 15. This leads to a rate pair above the time sharing line in Fig. 1 formed by the two codes {(O,O), (1, l)} and ((0, o>, a 11, (40)).
II. DEFINITIONS
Let V, denote (0, l>" and let $ denote modulo 2 addition. An easy way of describing codes (subsets of V,) and certain properties of codes uses the terminology of group algebras.
Definition: The group algebra (C( V,), q , *) of V, over Q: is the set of formal sums E, E v uUz", with addition EE and multiplication * defined by '
(~~u"z~)*(~~~'~~z~)=~~~(~~=~~".b.jz~. n n "
A subset A of V, can now be denoted by the element E UcA~" of C(V,). For this element we shall use the same 001%9448,'83/0500-0386$01.00 01983 IEEE Authorized licensed use limited to: Eindhoven University of Technology. Downloaded on March 24,2010 at 06:23:55 EDT from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply. 
',~04Pk(n, I), (7) B, = ICJ where A, is the 1 th coefficient of the distance enumerator of C and where the Krawtchouk polynomial Pk( n, x) is given by Pk(ny x) = 5 (-2)'( i 1 ij ( 7). 
RESULTS
In the sequel all the numbers (Ye, B(x, k), etc., will be defined with respect to the code C = C,.
Lemma 6 
We may assume without loss of generality that u has its ones in the first k coordinate places. Now assume the contrary of (17) -29, NO. 3, MAY 1983 Proof: The proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 6. Again it is sufficient to prove that for any u E Y, #{(c,,c2) E c, x c*1c2 = c, @ u} < 2"-k. (21) Again assume that u has its ones in the first k coordinate places. Assuming the contrary of (21) The importance of Theorem 8 lies mainly in its power to exclude large classes of candidates for the code C,, when one is looking for good uniquely decodable code pairs cc,, c2>.
Example: C, is the Preparata code of length n = 22" -1 m > 2 and size 2n-2m-t'. It is well known (cf. [7] ) that r'= 3 for'these codes and that lyo = (Y, = 1, a2 = (Ye = 3/n. It follows from Theorem 8 that IC,l 6 4n2 -4n + 3. For m = 2 one finds at the best the pair (]C, 1, ]C,]) = (2', 843) of length 15 with corresponding rate pair (R,, R2) = (0.5334,0.6480). For m > 2 the results are even poorer.
Of course if one does not know the c+'s from the literature, then one can compute the (Y~ quite easily from the distance distribution by means of (7), (9), and (10).
If Theorem 8 leaves us with a promising candidate C,, then a closer look at Lemmas 6 and 7 will often help in eliminating C, as good candidate or in finding the code C,. The idea is that instead of using (13), we try to "cover" V, ormostof ~~byC*Y,,C*Y,;..,C*Y,,sminimal.The following example may clarify this idea.
Example: Consider n = 5, C, = (0,3, 12,21,26,31} in binary notation. It is rather easy to check that A With (16) it is not difficult to obtain a smaller upper bound for ]C,]. Indeed (16) implies that ]C, fl C,] < 1 and that IC, f-l {x E Iqd,(x,C,) = l}] d 5 x 2 = 10.
It is easy to check that {x E qldH( X, C,) > l} = {6,9,22 ,25} (again in binary notation). Thus ]C,] < 1 + 10 + 4 = 15. Moreover if one wishes to find a code C, with ]C,l = 15 such that (C,, C,) is uniquely decodable, then C, must include 6, 9, 22, 25 and the 1 + 5 X 2 in equalities, which added up yield (16) for k = 0 and k = 1, must all be equalities. These form the first set of eleven equations below. The first equation simply states that ]C, n C,I < 1. The second equation states that exactly one of the three words in C, @ (1, 0, 0, 0,O) starting with a one must be in C,, etc. It also follows that each of these eleven equations must contribute one element to C,. In other words: an element of V, that occurs in more than one equation cannot be an element of C,. It follows from (2)-(9) that (1, 27, 29, 8, 2, 30, 23, 4) n C, = 0 and {13, 14, 17, 11, 20, 24, 7, IS} c C, . From (20) Table  I . The empty spaces should be read as zeros.
Equations (1) (lo), (1 l), (12), (21), (21) yield ten possibilities for the remaining three elements of C,: (O/31, 15, 16}, {15,21/26,19/28}, or {16,3/12 ,5/10}. It is a matter of simple verification that each of these ten choices yields a uniquely decodable code pair (C,, C,) of length 5, with sizes 6 respectively 15. The corresponding rate pair (R,, R2) = (0.5170,0.7814) lies above the time sharing line in Fig. 1 .
IV. CONCLUSION
Theorem 8 yields an easy to compute upper bound on the size of C, for a uniquely decodable code pair (C,, C,) in terms of the Krawtchouk coefficients of the annihilator polynomial of C,.
With more combinatorial ad hoc methods, Lemmas 6 and 7 will often give improvements on these bound and/or yield information on which vectors are in C,.
The example in which these methods are demonstrated yields a rate pair (0,5 170,0.7814) which lies above the presently known lower bound on the achievable rates of uniquely decodable codes. The main problem still is how to find good candidates for C,. 3l, 3, 12, 21, 26, 5, IO, l9, 28, 15, 16,  
